
Recognizing Facial Expressions by Spatio-Temporal AnalysisYaser Yacoob & Larry DavisComputer Vision LaboratoryUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742AbstractAn approach for analysis and representation offacial dynamics for recognition of facial expressionsfrom image sequences is proposed. The algorithmswe develop utilize optical ow computation to iden-tify the direction of rigid and non-rigid motions thatare caused by human facial expressions. A mid-levelsymbolic representation that is motivated by linguisticand psychological considerations is developed. Recog-nizing six facial expressions, as well as eye blinking,are demonstrated on a collection of image sequences.1 IntroductionVisual communicationplays a central role in humancommunication and interaction. This paper exploresmethods by which a computer can recognize visuallycommunicated facial actions- facial expressions.Research in psychology has indicated that at leastsix emotions are universally associated with distinctfacial expressions. Several other emotions, and manycombinations of emotions, have been studied but re-main uncon�rmed as universally distinguishable. Thesix principle emotions are: happiness, sadness, sur-prise, fear, anger, and disgust (see Figure 1).Before proceeding, we introduce some terminologyneeded in the paper. Face region motion refers to thechanges in images of facial features caused by facialactions corresponding to physical feature deformationson the 3-D surface of the face. Our goal is to developcomputational methods that interpret such motions ascues for action recovery.2 Overview of our approachThe following constitutes the framework withinwhich our approach for analysis and recognition of fa-cial expressions is developed:The support of the Defense Advanced Research ProjectsAgency (ARPA Order No. 6989) and the U.S. Army Topo-graphic EngineeringCenter underContract DACA76-92-C-0009is gratefully acknowledged.
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Anger SurpriseFigure 1: Six universal expressions� The face is viewed from a near frontal viewthroughout the sequence. This allows us to avoidthe increase in ambiguity of expression interpre-tation as the face moves from the frontal view.� The overall rigid motion of the head is small be-tween any two consecutive frames.� The non-rigid motions that are the result of facedeformations are spatially bounded, in practice,by an nxn window between any two consecutiveframes.� We consider only the six universal emotions andblinking.We focus on the motions associated with the edgesof the mouth, nose, eyes, and eyebrows. These edgesallow us to refer to the face features using naturallinguistic terminology.Figure 2 describes the ow of computation of ourfacial expression system. The �rst two components aswell as the psychological basis for recognition of faceexpressions are given in [4,5]. The other componentsare explained in the rest of this paper.
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Region TrackingFigure 2: The ow of the facial analysis algorithm3 Computing motion representations3.1 A dictionary for facial dynamicsThe dictionary we propose is divided into: compo-nents, basic actions of these components, and motioncues. The components are de�ned qualitatively andrelative to the rectangles surrounding the face regions,the basic actions are determined by the component'svisible deformations, and the cues are used to recog-nize the basic actions based on motion detection byoptical ow within these regions.Table 1 shows the components, basic actions, andcues that model the mouth. Similar tables were cre-ated for the eyes and the eyebrows.Comp. Basic Act. Motion Cuesupper lip raising upward motion of w's upper partlowering downward motion of w's upper partcontract. horizontal shrinking of w upper partexpansion horizontal expansion of w upper partlower lip raising upward motion of w's lower partlowering downward motion of w's lower partcontract. horizontal shrinking of w lower partexpansion horizontal expansion of w lower partL. corner raising upward motion of w's left partlowering downward motion of w's left partR. corner raising upward motion of w's right partlowering downward motion of w's right partmouth raising upward motion throughout wlowering downward motion throughout wcompact. overall shrinkage in mouth's sizeexpansion overall expansion in mouth's sizeTable 1: The dictionary for mouth motionsThe cues in Table 1 are not mutually exclusive. Forexample, the raising of a corner of the mouth can be abyproduct of raising of the upper or lower lip. There-fore, we introduce a ranking of actions according tointerpretation precedence. Lip actions have higher in-terpretation precedence than mouth corners actionsand whole mouth actions have the highest interpreta-tion precedence.3.2 Computing basic actionsThe approach we use for optical ow computation iscorrelation-based and was recently proposed by Abdel-

Mottaleb et al. [1]. The ow magnitudes are �rstthresholded to reduce the e�ect of small motions prob-ably due to noise. The motion vectors are then re-quantized into eight principle directions.The optical ow vectors are �ltered using both spa-tial and temporal procedures that improve their coher-ence and continuity, respectively.For example, we show the computation of the mo-tion of the mouth by considering a set of vertical andhorizontal partitions of its surrounding rectangle ([4]).The horizontal partitions are used to capture verticalmotions of the mouth. These generally correspond toindependent motions of the lips. The two types of ver-tical partitions are designed to capture several mouthmotions. Single vertical partitions capture mouth hor-izontal expansions and contractions when the mouthis not completely horizontal. The two vertical parti-tions are designed to capture the motion of the cornersof the mouth.Con�dence measurements (see [4]) are used to con-struct the mid-level representation of a region motion.The highest ranking partition in each type is used asa pointer into the dictionary of motions (see Table 1),to determine the action that may have occurred at thefeature. The set of all detected facial actions is used inthe following section for recognizing facial expressions.4 Recognizing facial expressionsWe have designed a rule based system that com-bines some of the expression descriptions from [3] and[2]. We divide every facial expression into three tem-poral parts: the beginning, epic and ending. Figure3 shows the temporal parts of a `smile' model. Sincewe use the outward-upward motion of the mouth cor-ners as the principle cue for a `smile' motion pattern,these are used as the criteria for temporal classi�cationalso. Notice that Figure 3 indicates that the detectionof mouth corner motions might not occur at the sameframe in both the beginning and ending of actions,and that we require at least one corner to start mov-ing to label a frame with a `beginning' of a `smile'label, while the motions must completely stop beforea frame is labeled as an epic or an ending. In general,motions ending a facial action are not necessarily thereverse of the motions that begin it.Table 2 shows the rules used in identifying the on-sets of the `beginning' and the `ending' of each facialexpression. These rules are applied to the mid-levelrepresentation to create a complete temporal map de-scribing the evolving facial expression. This is bestdemonstrated by an example- detection of a happi-ness expression. The system locates the �rst frame,
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Figure 3: The temporal model of the `smile'f1, with a `raising mouth corners' action, and veri�esthat the frames following f1 show a region or basic ac-tion that is consistent with this action (in this case itcan be one of: right or mouth corner raised, or mouthexpansion with/without some opening). It then lo-cates the �rst frame f2 where the motions within themouth region stop occurring. Then, it identi�es the�rst frame, f3, in which an action `lowering mouthcorners' is detected and, �nally, it identi�es the �rstframe, f4, where the motion is stopped and veri�esit. The temporal labeling of the `smile' expression willhave the frames (f1:::f2�1), (f2:::f3�1), and (f3:::f4)as the `beginning', `epic', and `ending' of a `smile.'Expr. B/E Satisfactory actionsAnger B inward lowering brows & mouth compact.Anger E outward raising brows & mouth expansionDisgust B upward nose motion & mouthexpanded/opened lowering of browsDisgust E downward nose motion & raising of browsHappiness B raising mouth corners ormouth opening with its expansionHappiness E lowering mouth corners ormouth closing with its contractionSurprise B raising brows& lowering of lower lip (jaw)Surprise E lowering brows& raising of lower lip (jaw)Sadness B lowering mouth corners & raising midmouth & raising inner parts of browsSadness E lowering mouth corners & lowering midmouth & lowering inner parts of browsFear B slight expansion and lowering of mouth& raising inner parts of browsFear E slight contraction and raising of mouth& lowering inner parts of browsTable 2: The rules for classifying facial expressions(B=beginning, E=ending)5 ExperimentsOur experimental subjects were asked to displayemotion without additional directions. Our databaseof image sequences includes sequences of 32 di�erentfaces. We recorded short and long sequences (about 8seconds and 16 seconds, respectively), containing 2-

3, and 3-5 expressions, respectively. We requestedeach subject to display the emotions (as they usuallywould) in front of the video camera while minimizinghead motion. Nevertheless, most subjects inevitablymoved their head during a facial expression. As a re-sult, the optical ow at facial regions was sometimesoverwhelmed by the overall head rigid motion. Thesystem detects such rigid motion and marks the re-spective frames as unusable for analysis.On a sample of 46 image sequences of 32 subjectsdisplaying a total of 105 emotions, the system achieveda recognition rate of 86% for `smile,' 94% for `surprise,'92% for `anger,' 86% for `fear,' 80% for `sadness,' and92% for `disgust.' Blinking detection success rate was65%. Table 3 shows the details of our results. Occur-rences of fear, disgust and sadness are less frequentthan `happiness,' `surprise' and `anger' since the for-mer were harder to stimulate in the subjects of ourexperiments. Some confusion of expressions occurredbetween the following pairs: `fear' and `surprise,' `sad-ness' and `disgust,' and `sadness' and `anger.' Thesedistinctions rely on subtle coarse shape and motioninformation that were not always accurately detected.Expression Correct False Alarm Missed RateHappiness 32 - 5 86%Surprise 29 2 1 94%Anger 22 2 2 92%Disgust 12 2 1 92%Fear 6 3 1 86%Sadness 4 1 1 80%Blink 68 11 38 65%Table 3: Facial expression recognition resultsReferences[1] M. Abdel-Mottaleb, R. Chellappa, and A. Rosen-feld, \Binocular motion stereo using MAP estima-tion", IEEE CVPR, 321-327, 1993.[2] J.N. Bassili, \Emotion recognition: The role of fa-cial movement and the relative importance of up-per and lower areas of the face," Journal of Per-sonality and Social Psychology, Vol. 37, 2049-2059,1979.[3] P. Ekman and W. Friesen, Unmasking the Face,Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975.[4] Y. Yacoob, and L.S. Davis, Computing Spatio-Temporal Representations of Human Faces, Tech-nical Report CAR-TR-706, Center for AutomationResearch, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, 1994.[5] Y. Yacoob, and L.S. Davis, \Computing Spatio-Temporal Representations of Human Faces" IEEECVPR, 70-75, 1994.


